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Chapter 1 : Best chess beginner books - Chessentials
His book, The Battle of Chess Ideas (written in Reti's tradition), is a classic (available in paper and in e-book format for
iOS), and his coffee table book, The World of Chess, is something all chess fans should own.

No, not even for the champions! The intellectual game calls for a lot of practice plus the determination to keep
learning new tactics to surprise the opponent by jeopardizing their strategy for achieving checkmate. Now, one
of the best ways you can improve in playing chess, or learn the game from scratch altogether, is to invest in
books that have been especially written to serve asa guide. Listed below are some of the best chess books for
beginners, though experienced players can benefit too. Bobby Fischer Teaches Chess This one can be easily
labeled as the most enjoyable book ever compiled on chess playing techniques. Read away the Bobby Fischer
principles of playing chess and you will be surprised to see how quickly you pick up all the key concepts such
as interposing, pinning, back-rank attacks, and many more in an efficient manner. The concepts are fed into
your brain so smoothly, it basically emphasizes on programmed learning. The book ensures that readers are
provided with ample reasoning as to why a specific move is encouraged. Moreover, In addition to concepts,
readers are also provided with lots of puzzles to solve. These involve players in identifying how to accomplish
checkmate and whether it is even possible or not, and if the situation can be avoided when playing as the
defender. Such an activity drives up your willingness to learn more about this fascinating game and help you
excel when battling with a real opponent. On the whole, this book serves as an excellent tutorial to achieve
checkmate. It is simple to understand and although players of all levels can benefit from it, you may want to
skip it if you have been playing for a while. Chess by Dave Schloss Are you in a hurry to learn the secret tips
of succeeding in chess? If so, then the Chess will perfectly fulfill your purpose. The guide comes packed with
brilliant information about setting up the chess pieces on the board, explaining different moves and the value
of each chessman, how to write chess notations, understanding the three phases of the game, and a lot more. It
is guaranteed to prepare you to play chess anywhere, be it at a tournament, a club or just a random game with
your close ones. Each and every aspect of chess has been illustrated in a simple and logical manner that
readers will not only find easy to understand, but also develop a greater interest in finally being able to play
like never before. From the basic rules and etiquette of chess to different tips for winning, Chess proves to be a
one of a kind introductory manual for both adults and kids. Or maybe, you might have been noticing an
aspiring chess champion in your little one lately? Well, grab the opportunity to buy Chess for Children by
Murray Chandler and surprise your child by gifting it to him. It is an amazing book written specifically for
children between 9 to 12 years of age, the chess champions of tomorrow! Basically, the book has been written
keeping in mind all those readers who have no prior knowledge of this challenging game. Since it is a guide
that is targeted at kids, the author has used a creative storytelling way of explaining everything step by step. It
revolves around George, a young boy who is given lessons on chess playing by his pet alligator, Kristy, who is
supposedly the Grand Alligator of chess. The instructions and illustrations are simple yet excellent. In fact, the
book is a great chess guide not only for schooling children about the game, but adults as well. Move by Move
This book is exactly what its title states, Logical chess: It is for all those chess lovers who have graduated
from the basic moves of the game and are now looking forward to learning the more challenging ones. The
book actually guides you on how to play positional chess without having to memorize the moves and blunders
made in previously played games. The writing is very clear and conversational-like which keeps the reader
engaged while going through the reasoning behind each and every move in all 33 complete games comprised
inside the book. These games are bound to provide you with ample knowledge of the power of each chessman
and how to move the pieces most effectively. The learner is required to play along with the examples provided
in the book for better understanding of good chess moves, and every second of doing so is worth it. Moreover,
the author has been kind enough to state the best move to make with proper reasoning. In short, you will gain
command on every single move throughout the game and not just a few random ones from the beginning,
middle or end. Even possible blunders have been explained in order to help players to avoid them. Whatever
your chess playing level is, you are not going to regret getting your hands on this wisdom filled book! Silman
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â€” The Complete Book of Chess Strategy If you want to learn the difficult strategies used while playing
chess, one of the best way to do is to bring home the Complete Book of Chess Strategy by J. Even though it is
a comprehensive guide for chess players, the written content is pretty simple to grasp by a layman. It promises
to teach chess enthusiasts the right way to visualize the chess board and plan or change the game strategy
accordingly. The book serves as a road map to steer your focus towards the basic, yet important strategic and
tactical concepts of the game. The best thing about it is that it has been compiled in a dictionary form, making
every aspect of chess strategy quickly accessible and easier to understand by the reader. All the concepts are
listed alphabetically and explained thoroughly with relevant examples illustrating how the particular strategy
is to be applied. Although some players may be of the opinion that this particular book does not provide a very
deep insight on various chess strategies, it is still very informative and beneficial, especially for those who are
still learning the basics. For a more in-depth analysis you can always check out advanced guides written by the
same author or others. Winning Chess Strategies for Kids by Jeff Coakley Has your little one been striving to
stand out in playing chess for a while now? Has this lead you to look for tips and tricks that may facilitate the
learning process? Especially designed for children falling in the age bracket between 7 to 13 years, this book
can be simply described as one of the most comprehensive and fun chess course ever written. Each page is
bursting with catchy content and entertaining artwork to keep young reader engrossed till the end. It serves as
the perfect guide for kids, thereby seems to be highly preferred by teachers and parents as well. Everything is
explained from square one. It then proceeds to let the reader explore a wide range of advanced strategies that
include pawn structure and piece developments as well as illustrating the method of attacking a castled king. It
is commendable how the opening principles, middle-game planning and techniques for ending the game
brilliantly are all jotted in clear and simple to understand language. You can bet, once your child turns the last
page of this book, he will emerge as a much better player than before. Watch him bask in the pride of beating
different opponents with the newly gained knowledge on chess playing! Do you secretly wish to beat him in
the game at least once? Actually, this is a chess playing guide that is perfect for everyone regardless of their
age or player level! Written in a very to-the-point and simple-to-follow format, this book reveals various
methods of cleverly achieving checkmate by identifying the best way to win when playing with a stronger
opponent. This can be a friend or club mate other than your dad. Brace yourself, for efficiently demonstrated
on the pages inside are 50 deadly checkmates that advanced players are known to use for winning their games.
These positions have been extracted from real games so as to provide readers with a realistic approach to the
situation. Furthermore, the ideas for checkmating shown through the examples are bound to help develop
tactical skills required to carry out combinations, sacrifices and attacks when playing in real. The focus of this
book is to provide a wealth of valuable patterns and pattern-recognition skills that are crucial for winning in
chess. On the whole, reading this manual will make improving in chess fun and simple. Well, read the helpful
explanations and practical advice hidden inside the book to find out! Beginning Chess by Bruce Pandolfini
Are you wondering if you can ever approach a chess game with confidence? The good news is, yes, you
absolutely can! Beginning Chess has been cleverly drafted to cater to the needs of players who are aspiring to
be perfect players of the strategic board game. Bruce Pandolfini, the author of this book has made sure to list
and help solve elementary problems for individuals who are new to chess. The book efficiently covers
everything that a novice player would want to and needs to learn about chess. It takes readers through the
basic rules of the game to the art of moving the chessmen smartly and mastering sophisticated strategies. Each
aspect is covered step by step in vocabulary that is simple to understand and not full of complicated terms.. All
in all, Beginning Chess definitely serves as a very useful book as it covers the basics of chess quite well and
keeps the reader engaged. In fact, you may even find a boost in your confidence level for playing the game as
the guide keeps you somewhat challenged while you turn the pages solving problems one by one. Make sure
you are a beginner level chess player if you intend to get this book, otherwise you might find the problems too
easy to solve. You can however recommend this to a newbie anytime, and let them thank you later! Final
Word Are you looking forward to polish your chess playing skills? Well then, what are you waiting for? Read
up any one of these brilliant books and start playing like a pro!
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Chapter 2 : 5 Great Chess Books For Beginners - racedaydvl.com
For this reason, working with the best chess books is one of the best ways to improve your chess. If you want to devote
a reasonable amount of your time to chess training, a universal approach to the game yields the best results
consistently.

Bronshtein â€” was a Soviet grandmaster, known chess analyst. The book contains all the parts of the
tournament contenders, which was held in Zurich in In the creative for this tournament was one of the most
meaningful in the postwar years. In the comments, the author focuses on parsing the middle of the game. The
book is considered one of the best in chess literature, and interest in it over the years has not diminished. All
games from the greatest tournament since World War II. Read full review, book in. The blockade and
prevention, erosion of pawn chain base and maneuvering, excessive protection and mysterious course â€”
these and many other devices have been placed on shelves and the famous educator Grandmaster Aron
Nimzowitsch. Written by a living, figurative language, it is not just a classic, but really brilliant textbook
positional play. Chess seriously study it, learn to deep penetration into the mysteries of the ancient game. The
book will be useful as a chess player, only beginning to climb the ladder of classification, as well as their more
experienced colleagues. Get My System in. Champions in chess replaced for various reasons, and yet the main
of them was more purely evolutionary: This book has its own sharm. It contains so many rare historical photos
of the th century, it just blows your mind! One could understand that long time ago chess was a game of kings.
Nowadays even diplomats look more unofficial and wear more casual dresses than an average top chess player
two centuries ago. Its hard to explain, but everyone should check out this series of books just for included
photos. This is the first in the world literature textbook for chess players of the highest quality â€” up to and
including grandmasters. The book was written in cooperation with other well-known Russian grandmaster and
author Artur Yusupov. On the top of his carrer he reached a final round of Candidates Matches and played
with Anatoly Karpov. Why this work is so authoritative amoung strong chess players? It reveals many secrets
of Soviet Chess School. When you finish this book, you will not be able to beat the greatest Chess player the
world has every known, but you will be a much better chess player than you were. Bobby Fischer was born in
Chicago Illinois, in He was introduced to Chess and learned the moves when he was six years old. In his teens
he achieved international prominence by winning every United States Chess competition for four years
running without the loss of a game. He was the youngest International Grandmaster in Chess history. And the
most valuable source of information can be considered the thoughts of an author on his great sport career. The
world first heard of young Estonian in after gaining the first place in tournaments in Margret and Ostend. After
this event, it became clear that there is another contender for the chess crown. Apparently, only the beginning
of the World War II prevented this to happen. The most benefit will find chess players with dynamic style
piece play. It was one of the strongest side of Paul Keres. Each chapter begins with a detailed description of
some period of his career. Read full review, link to. This second edition is revised and enlarged, now over
pages, covering all the most important concepts required for endgame mastery. Books of Alekhine teach very
successfully, they has a great clarity of explanations. Alekhine is one of few real chess philosophers in the
history, he is able using brilliant abstract ideas to explain very complicated situations on board. Useful notes
of elite GM John Nunn. Took part in the competition: The unique career of the Russian grandmaster can be
appreciated from these games, each of which is annotated by Karpov. All chess enthusiasts can profit and
learn from these incredibly matches. This entry was posted in academy on by admin.
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Chapter 3 : Best Chess Book For Kids - Top 10 Chess Book For Kids Reviews - Comparaboo
Best 10 Chess Books. What are the best chess books ever written? There once was a time when chess books were the
predominant training sources for any ambitious chess player interested in effective chess training.

Instead of being trampled by unruly deal-seekers at big box retail stores, you can shop online and still get
something thoughtful for the chess beginner on your list. For our list, we polled the Chess. Let us know which
beginner books you recommend in the comments and on Facebook. Selected by IM Daniel Rensch. The book
offers everything a complete beginner would need to know to play the game, from topics as basic as the board
and pieces, to the structure and rules of chess tournaments. It also includes sections on how to study chess and
tips for winning your first games. This paperback, also recommended by IM Rensch, is one of the best-selling
chess books of all time. It takes the right steps towards building the fundamentals of a strong chess player!
Designed for children 7 to 13 years old, Winning Chess Strategy is part of a series of beginner workbooks by
Jeff Coakley. The workbook starts with the rules of chess and quickly progresses to strategic ideas like
opening principles and piece development. It also includes sections on tactical combinations, endgame
technique, and middlegame planning. Selected by CM Peter Doggers. The course and books were developed
from material by two Dutch chess teachers. Of the 27 total books available in the course, 26 have been
translated to English. The course is based, obviously, on a step-by-step program to build one level of chess
learning on previously mastered material. National Master Bruce Pandolfini is a columnist for Chess.
Beginning Chess includes an introduction on the rules of the game before proceeding to the heart of its
material, more than instructional chess problems. Pandolfini offers a scoring system for the student, who can
rank his or her progress and results on a graded scale of categories from beginner to master class. In my
opinion, the best part of Beginning Chess is how easy it is to pick up and do a few problems without needing a
lot of time to sit down and study. Designed by IM Daniel Rensch, the curriculum includes diagrams,
worksheets and mini-games to teach chess concepts through practice. The curriculum also offers advice for
coaches or parents on how to most effectively teach their chess students. Let us know in the comments.
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Chapter 4 : Top 10 chess books of all time, chess books reviews - The Grandmaster's Club
If you want to learn the difficult strategies used while playing chess, one of the best way to do is to bring home the
Complete Book of Chess Strategy by racedaydvl.com Even though it is a comprehensive guide for chess players, the
written content is pretty simple to grasp by a layman.

My favorites are volumes 1 about endgame play â€” it contains spectacular positions that showed me, when I
studied as a teenager the old version of the book, how chess can be complex and 2 tactics, including my
favorite position: Some positions can lead even grandmasters to tears, such the degree of difficulty. But the
road to mastery is hard! It addresses all important issues for chess development and places emphasis on the
most important: The theoretical exposition is always short and the reader is asked to solve a series of
exercises. All books from this series are recommended! I have three in my library and I can say that many
positions are interesting even to grandmaster level. In addition to been written by one of the best chess players
of all time, the book has an extremely honest selection of games â€” both losses and draws are included.
Candidates Tournament â€” Zurich 53 Bronstein The famous book of the Candidates Tournament, won by
Smyslov, has analysis of all games and is a fantastic way to improve our understanding of the game.
Comments are extremely didactic, with many words and few variations. This is the favorite book of many of
the best chess players in the world. Secrets of Grandmaster Play Nunn A not so well known book but which
greatly helped me improve my understanding and calculation. Recommended to advanced players, especially
those who want to improve their play with the initiative. Nunn â€” Miles and Polugaevsky â€” Nunn.
Grandmaster Preparation Polugaevsky This and the next book are my favorites on this list. They are more than
chess books. They are declarations of love for chess, testimonials of people who have dedicated their lives to
the 64 squares. But that he was the author who used the best words to describe his career â€” this may still be
unknown to many people. This work is chess book, literature, history, suffering, love of life, science and art.
And also a great source of inspiration, coming from one of the brightest minds who has lived through this
world. I also recommend reading excerpts of the book before playing a tournament as a way of inspiration.
Endgame Manual Dvoretsky This book is, in my opinion, the best book on endgame theory ever written, since
it contains nearly all the necessary knowledge on the subject. It is a rather heavy work, like a compendium,
which can be visited for many years. The chess player who studies this manual with full concentration will
have all the necessary knowledge on endgame theory, although obviously it is not a bad idea to work on other
books as well â€” John Nunn and Karsten Muller, to name only two, have written great books. The Test of
Time Kasparov The test of time is a book that shows the rise of young Garry Kasparov until winning the
Candidates Cycle, as the story ends just before the match against Karpov. In the book, we find the dreams that
motivated Kasparov from the beginning of his career and we can get an idea of the aggressive and energetic
style of play he has always shown, as well as the tireless work it took to reach the top. I even wrote a separate
review on ly old blog about it. This work is distinguished by its original format as the book depicts a
conversation between a player of about rating Joel Sneed and a GM with a deep understanding of the game
Boris Gulko , in which they talk about the decision-making process of a grandmaster, showing where it differs
from the process of weaker chess player. The work also contains many diagrams as exercises with the
indication of the level of difficulty on each of them, which is another of its great attractions. For players who
want to improve their positional play this is a great book. Endgame Strategy Shereshevsky An essential book
to improve our endgame technique â€” not to be confused with endgame theory. Technical positions are those
with few pieces, but which are not theoretical â€” we do not need not need to know any of them from memory,
but we should understand their principles. The work had a profound effect on my game â€” to this day I
consider technical play my strength in chess. More important than the positions and analysis in the book which
need a thorough review with the computer , are the ideas: My Great Predecessors Kasparov Indispensable
collection for chess players of all levels. Chess players with candidate master strength will benefit from the
study of chess evolution. In addition, beginners will know a bit more about the history of the great champions.
My favorite is Volume 4, in which Kasparov analyzes the legacy of the greatest chess player of all time in my
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opinion , Bobby Fischer. Now that you know my list of the best chess books ever written and how each of
them can help in your training, it is time to have fun with them. Good reading and good studies!
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Chapter 5 : The Best Books on Chess | Five Books Expert Recommendations
Polgar's book on combinations and progressive learning is well done and one of the best books for someone learning or
even intermediate. his daughters are outstanding chess players for a reason. 8. Averbakh's book on chess ending,
available in English on disc is a well-organized educational book on endings that I put in the top 5.

Do you have to be very clever to be good at it? It was always said that [late chess grandmaster Bobby] Fischer
had an IQ of What I have noticed in very strong players, though, is an extraordinary degree of concentration.
You really do have to concentrate very hard for long periods. There is a very boring phrase for that, which is
hard work. And if it is hard work â€” and it is â€” then you must get something really quite special out of it, to
put yourself through it. You need to really hate losing. Quite often, the reason why, as we get older, we lose
more games of chess â€” certainly in my case â€” is that you begin to get more pain from thinking than you do
from losing. It has to really excite you, so motivation plays a huge part. Bobby Fischer claimed he was a
genius who happened to play chess, but if you look at his life history he was absolutely obsessed and playing
chess constantly from age six. Fischer became American champion at the age of 14, which is astonishing. But
if you think about the amount of effort he put in between learning to play and becoming American champion,
it was a huge amount, because he dropped everything else. I think there is a lot to that. I remember speaking to
his father, and he said that at the age of three Magnus would sit for hours doing piece jigsaw puzzles â€” very
unusual behaviour for a three-year-old. He learned the game at the age of four just by watching his father play.
He then beat his father at four and went on to become world champion. He clearly had something very, very
special. There was something in the cast of his mind that grasped these concepts with amazing rapidity and
very naturally. For people reading this, who might know you as a British newspaper editor and columnist, do
you want to explain your connection to chess? Chess is my particular passion. I became reasonably good at it
and I still play for my county, Sussex. I also write a monthly column in Standpoint on chess. I learned the
rules of chess when I was eight, at school. Then I lost interest completely. In fact, I think I had to teach my
father to play. This is when Bobby Fischer was mounting his assault on the World Chess Championship in the
early s. For someone interested in politics, there was a context which will never be repeated â€” the American
loner against, as it seemed, the might of the Soviet Union. The Soviets had made it almost the national sport,
and every single world champion since World War II had been a Soviet. One was from Latvia, another from
Armenia. Many of them, in fact, were also Jewish, which was never mentioned. That period was the first time
I really got to grips with it. You had to be much younger to get the bug in order to become very strong. Very,
very few people are especially good at it. I discovered when I was at Oxford, and I was up against people who
became very strong grandmasters, like John Nunn and Jon Speelman, that I had no real gift. Their mental
hardware was simply miles better than my mental hardware â€” they just saw things that much more quickly
and their powers of visualisation were so much greater.
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Chapter 6 : Best Chess Books ( books)
as a book is a movable feast, the best chess book is the one that meets the readers needs with total satisfaction. my
first choices for a non player would be novels about chess like "the tower struck by lightening," by fernando arabel or
"chess novel," by stefan zweig.

Okay, we finally come to my favorite books. Of course, there are a huge number of chess books that I really
like, but I will only mention a few here. Karolyi cranks out one fine book after another. As a Karpov fan, I
found these to be particularly enjoyable. Lots of great photos make these three great books even better. So,
instead of just another game collection, we have a middlegame textbook using only Fischer games. I read this
book from start to finish and went from strength tactics to He first builds up a critical situation, then presents
the all-important game with great notes. A tournament table is given afterwards. You learn a lot from the
games, and you learn a lot about chess history too. This is one of his masterpieces. The fact is, Reinfeld,
Chernev, and Edward Lasker wrote many, many really excellent books. Levitt The definitive work on this
subject. To finish up, I have to admit that Seirawan was right. You should look for dependable chess authors
that never let you down: Lakdawala specializes in game collections and opening books, but all of his work is
always extremely instructive and fun. This means that a classic book that is revered by many people might not
be useful for you. Thus, buying an expensive, critically acclaimed book is heaven for one player but might
well be a waste of money for you. When all is said and done, the chess book experience is a very personal one.
So choose carefully, and your chess library will give you a lifetime of pleasure.
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Chapter 7 : Our Masters' recommendations for the best Chess Books!
I often receive questions from chess players of various levels on which are the best books to study chess. The theme is
so important that led me to record an Online Lecture exclusively on the best chess books ever written.

Best chess beginner books Everybody knows how confusing and difficult it is to learn something from the
scratch. Chess, being the rich and complicated game it is, is by no means an exception. More experienced
players often tend to forget that they were once complete newbies as well. This shortcoming of the chess
players manifests itself in the chess literature domain. In contrast to other, more advanced chess topics such as
tactics , middlegame or endgame , books for beginners are rather scarce, both in quantity and in quality. I have
tried to ensure that the recommended books get progressively harder as you go down the list. Hope you will
enjoy it. Over the pages, he covers the basic chess rules, basic mating mechanisms , secrets of chess notation
and everything else you need to know to be able to play in a chess tournament without causing any major
controversies. The author also starts introducing you to chess strategy and chess tactics. However, the title of
this books is slightly misleading. Compared to the previous book, Winning Chess Strategy for Kids is
definitely more advanced. Most reviews claim that most of the material is definitely too complicated for an
average kid unless your surname is Pragnanandhaa - cf. However constant juvenile jokes and illustrations
make this book a very good handbook for someone younger and newer to chess as well. The two main authors,
S. Mosenfelder are not primarily chess player, but psychologists. In this book, they decided to apply the
concept of "programmed learning". Programmed learning is basically the question-answer principle. The
authors ask you questions throughout the whole book. If your answer is wrong, they ask you to go back, revise
the material and try answering the question again when you are ready. The book is similar to the Winning
Chess Strategy for Kids to an extent. The controversy part is once again inevitably connected with the name of
the Robert James Fischer. It is not completely clear whether he participated in writing the book himself, or if
the authors merely "used" his name for advertising purposes mainly. Alas, we will never know. He did write
the introduction though, and with or without him, this book is one of the classics in the books-for-beginners
domain. Over the course of 32 chapters, the French Champions Georges Renaud and Victor Kahn explain
more than 20 mating patterns. After reading this book, it will be much more clear what you are trying to do
when you are starting an attack on the enemy king. Except for a little remark: Chernev - Logical Chess: Move
by Move After learning the chess rules and acquiring basic ideas about chess strategy and tactics, it is time to
take another "small step for a chess player" and start expanding on that knowledge. I have already mentioned
the name and the opus of Irving Chernev in my earlier post about chess middlegame books. In his book
Logical Chess: Move by Move, Chernev covers 33 classical games, while commenting on every single move.
It is important to mention that comments mainly explain the point of a certain move; Irving refuses to bore the
reader with an endless stream of lengthy variations. The style of writing is similar to the Logical Chess: In
order not to repeat myself, I refer the readers to this post, where I have already written about this book. This
book could have well been titled My First Chess Dictionary. The author explains frequently encountered chess
terms in dictionary style. For a beginner it may be confusing to remember the names of various tactical
patterns, opening lines or endgame manoeuvres. This is where this book might come handy. However, it has
to be emphasised that it should be used primarily as a reminder, not as a learning book. In order to get the
feeling about how the book looks like, you can also check the free sample pages on the Amazon site.
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Chapter 8 : New book "Beat That Kid in Chess' | Helping Chess Beginners
Larry Kaufman's repertoire book is a great addition to the library of any serious chess player. Half of the book is devoted
to a White repertoire (he recommends 1. d4, though there are a couple lines that transpose to 1. e4 lines, so e4 players
can get at least something out of the book), while the reverse half focuses on Black responses to various White
systems.

Since these books do not appear to be directly competing with mine, I feel no hesitancy in mentioning them.
On the other hand, for those chess books that do appear to compete with mine head-to-head. I will be silent,
for they get enough attention as it is, and I still believe that Beat That Kid in Chess is the best book for its
intended readers. Teaching Techniques That Work This book helps parents and other adults to teach chess to
children. Throughout life, one of the most valuable skills a person can have is the ability to solve problems.
Parents want their children to be able to find and select the best solutions for every given situation they will
encounter out in the real world. A weaker mind waits for others to solve problems for them. Such individuals
lack the courage and skill to implement their own ideas. They become dependent upon others to solve their
problems. As a chess player you face your opponent one-on-one. No one is allowed to whisper answers into
your ear, or feed you game-winning moves. Your child will start recognizing patterns. Children who have this
ability are less likely to make the same mistake twice. They tend to learn from their errors. In a world where
children are often ignored and devalued, chess gives them a tremendous edge. Over the board, each player has
a truly equal opportunity to come out ahead. There is no bias for age or physical size. You win because you
outplay your opponent. Chess players learn to think outside the box. They will need to come up with many
innovative solutions. This new edition comes with a chess set. You can hand it over to a child years old and it
should be a delight to the young reader. All the pieces from pawn to king are introduced according to the role
they play in the chess game and compared to their actual role in medieval life. How to begin the game, move
the pieces, and develop a winning strategy are well described in clear, simple text; accurate diagrams; and
delightful illustrations of medieval life. Consider these excerpts from the back cover. Do you know the rules
but almost nothing more about chess? This is the best book for the early beginner. How few chess books are
for the raw beginner! How few of them concentrate on what the early beginner needs the most! Checkmate,
pin, knight forkâ€”those are demonstrated and explained, but how much more is given to you in this chess
book for early beginners! This may be the only chess book that regularly uses the new teaching method called
nearly-identical positions NIP. It makes tactics easier to notice and mistakes less likely. This book can take
you into a level that should help you defeat many beginners, at least sometimes. In other words, you will no
longer be a raw beginner and will instead be able to defeat raw beginners, at least more often than you lose.
And it may be easier than you think. Beginner Chess Books Regardless of how many chess books may be
similar to mine in various ways, I doubt that even one of them is equal to BTKC in following this new training
method for developing tactical skill. Yet the following two publications may be worthy of consideration, in
their own right.
Chapter 9 : The Best Chess Books Ever - racedaydvl.com
The book is considered one of the best in chess literature, and interest in it over the years has not diminished. All games
from the greatest tournament since World War II. Smyslov, Bronstein, Keres, Reshevsky, Petrosian, 10 others;
perceptive annotations by Bronstein.
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